[Evaluation of chromogenic medium CPS ID2 (bioMérieux) in urine cultures].
The aim of the study was to evaluate the chromogenic agar plate CPS ID2 (bioMérieux) and determine its cost-benefit ratio. A total of 2,193 urinary sediments were processed. The urine culture was carried out in CPS ID2 agar and in cystine-lactose electrolyte deficient (CLED) agar, when needed. Identification of the microorganisms was performed following standard microbiologic procedures through biochemical tests prepared in our laboratory. The identification, from CPS ID2 agar, by direct detection in medium of four metabolic activities: beta-glucuronidase, beta-glucosidase, deaminase, and indol production, was performed following to manufacturer's instructions. A total of 289 urine cultures were positive, 18 were negative and 34 were contaminated samples. The identification, directly performed from the colonies detected in CPS ID2 agar, was correct in 96% of 166 Escherichia coli, in 92% of 24 Proteus mirabilis and in 97% of 38 enterococci. CPS ID2 agar exhibited 94% and 100% sensitivity and specificity, respectively in E. coli identification, 92% and 100% in P. mirabilis and 97% and 99% in Enterococcus. The use of this new media, CPS ID2, in our laboratory, implies a budgetary increment. However, if commercial galleries are used for routine identification, the cost will be reduced using this new media. The CPS ID2 agar allows the isolation and direct identification of the most frequent urinary tract pathogens: E. coli, P. mirabilis and Enterococcus in primary isolation medium. Using this medium, bacteriologists will be able to save time and reagents when identifying the most common uropathogens. Furthermore, the use of this medium would reduce costs in some laboratories.